Connect a QuickConnect cable between one of the two Sensor Click & Go ports on the Room Controller and to one of the Click & Go ports on the OCC-RJ45 coupler.

OCC-RJ45 (Occupancy Coupler)

QuickConnect Cable (Class 2)

Vacancy Mode
(Default)

Occupancy Mode
All Relays On 50%

Occupancy Mode
All Relays On to daylight level*

* Dip Switches 3 & 4 up triggers programmable Scene 6, which can be adjusted using the Personal Remote (HHPR-RC)

Control Sequence: Code requires that lighting be either turned ON Manually or can be Automatic ON. Title 24 provides additional PAF credits if the lighting is turned on to no more than 50%. The Room Controller supports all of these functions. Out of the box the Room Controller arrives in Vacancy Mode.